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From: Mikush David [david.mikush@xlgroup.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:57 PM 

To: structuralsafety@nist.gov 

Subject: Was ground roughness "C" used in the design? 

I don't know the topography in the area, but 95% of the time, the presence of open fields, parking lots, 
lakes, etc. warrant the use of ground roughness "C".   

  

Dave Mikush  

Senior Loss Prevention Consultant   

Global Asset Protection Services, LLC  

A member of the XL Capital group  

13434 Sunset Lakes Cir.  

Winter Garden, FL 34787  

Office: 407.654.1973   

Cell:    407.443.1732   

Fax:    888.964.7348  

Email: david.mikush@xlgroup.com  

http://www.xlgaps.com  

  

 

________________________________________ 

CONFIDENTIALITY: This communication, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of the 
addressee(s) and may contain proprietary, confidential or privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, any use, copying, disclosure, or distribution or the taking of any action in reliance 
upon this information is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the 
sender immediately and delete this communication and destroy all copies. 
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From: David Campbell [dmc@geigerengineers.com] 

Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 10:19 AM 

To: structuralsafety@nist.gov 

Subject: Comments on Draft NIST Report on Cowboys Practice Facility Collapse 

 

Report Committiee: 

 

I read your draft report with great interest.   I have the following comments regarding the tensile 
membrane: 

 

1. Irrespective of the reliability of the tensile membrane, the end frames' top chords are not braced by 
the intact roof membrane and are subject to lateral loads from the membrane.  This does not appear to 
be considered in the draft report. 

 

2. In general, as noted in the draft report, it is inappropriate to rely on tensile membrane to brace the 
chord members of frames in structures such as this .  This is a consequence of the relatively (in relation 
to tensile strength) low tear strength of most composite textiles employed as tensile membranes as well 
as their vulnerability to tears initiated by wind-borne debris. 

 

3. In the event of a tear in the tensile membrane, it is also necessary to consider the changed nature of 
the demand on the structure local to the tear.  In the subject structure it would be likely for a tear to 
propagate sufficiently to result in frame outside (top) chord to be subject to lateral loads from the 
tensile membrane of the panel opposite the tear.  (Note in the subject structure, under significant 
surface loading the membrane will act primarily one way, spanning between the frames.  In the case of 
outward surface pressures the local curvature of the tensile membrane will reverse.)  It is good design 
practice to consider the demand from load conditions where a membrane tear has occurred.   Such 
consideration for wind conditions would necessarily address the implications of the likely extent of a 
tear on the enclosure's internal pressure.  This is not industry practice nor is it expressly addressed in 
the current ASCE draft standard. 

 

4.  The subject structure likely used a pvc-coated polyester or nylon fabric membrane, possibly 
laminated.   (If the membrane type and properties were discussed the draft report, I did not find it.)  
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Dependent upon the type of material, the top finish, and formulation of the coating, the anticipated 
service life of the membrane should be expected to be in a nominal range of 5 to 15 years.  Generally, 
for these materials strength properties degrade over the service life, primarily due to UV exposure.   For 
the types of fabric membranes utilized in such structures, tear strength degrades more quickly than 
tensile strength.   This brings to light the importance of the points 2 and 3 above, as even if the tensile 
membrane would be seemingly have enough initial tear resistance to reliably brace steel members, it 
most likely will not as it approaches the end of its service life.   As the intended service life of the steel 
structure is likely intended to be much greater than that of the tensile membrane, it is clearly poor 
practice to rely on the tensile membrane as an essential component of the primary structure. 

 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions. 

 

Best Regards, 

David M. Campbell P.E. 

Chairman ASCE Special Structures Committee Geiger Engineers 

2 Executive Blvd. Suite 410 

Suffern, NY 10901 

t  845. 368.3330 x 11 

f  845. 368.3366 

m 845. 729.1063 

dmc@geigerengineers.com<mailto:dmc@geigerengineers.com> 
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From: David Nickerson [dnickerson@rubbusa.com] 

Sent: Friday, November 06, 2009 10:37 AM 

To: structuralsafety@nist.gov 

Subject: Comments on NIST Draft Report on Dallas Cowboys Collapse 

 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

 

Please find enclosed an electronic copy of my comments on the NIST draft report on the Dallas Cowboys 
practice facility collapse.  Please direct these to the attention of Stephen Cauffman. 

 

I have also enclosed some pages of trial testimony related to the collapse of a Summit building in 
Philadelphia in 2003. 

 

If there are any questions on the enclosed, please direct them to me at 207-324-2877 or via e-mail. 

 

Thanks for your consideration of the enclosed. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dave Nickerson 
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From: Mark Waggoner [MWaggoner@walterpmoore.com] 

Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 12:40 PM 

To: structuralsafety@nist.gov 

Subject: Comments on Draft NIST Report on Cowboys Practice Facility 

 

Hello, 

 

I have the following comments on the Draft NIST Report on the Dallas Cowboys Practice Facility: 

 

 

1.       The report emphasizes a reliance on the fabric to provide lateral bracing for column stability of the 
top chord.  I agree with this conclusion as there are no documented tests or literature that suggest that 
the type of fabric used has either adequate stiffness or reliable strength to provide bracing.  Detailed 
analytical evaluations of frame and membrane structures confirm this.  However, the emphasis on the 
bracing aspect misses a larger design issue, which is the lack of design of the top chord for any 
horizontal bending moments.  Such moments would arise from the unbalanced horizontal component of 
the fabric membrane in-plane force (note this is much higher than the applied vertical component) due 
to pattern loading on adjacent fabric panels, or could result from a tear in a fabric panel on one side of 
an internal truss frame.  It is good engineering practice to design for unbalanced horizontal loading on a 
top chord resulting from the tear case under some form of “extreme event” load combination.  This is 
unfortunately not widely followed in practice, but is consistent with the spirit of Section 1.4 “General 
Structural Integrity” of ASCE 7-05.  Likely if the truss chords had been sized for horizontal bending they 
would have been of adequate proportion to function as a compression member between cable brace 
points. 

 

 

 

2.       The report comments that the building should have been designed as partially enclosed rather 
than fully enclosed based on the extent of openings.  While the statement made on page 41 regarding 
door openings is debatable, consideration should also be given to the potential for internal pressure 
changes resulting from tears in the fabric membrane skin.  Often such membranes are treated as non-
structural covers and not explicitly designed, but reliance on the integrity of the enclosure has a large 
influence on the total wind design pressures on the building frame.  In my opinion the consequences of 
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breaches in the enclosure likely have a larger influence on the sequence of collapse than is addressed in 
the draft report. 

 

 

 

3.       As discussed above the potential for tears in the fabric can lead to significant design issues.  Fabric 
tearing is not a well understood phenomenon, and is currently not an explicit design consideration when 
evaluating fabric design (reference draft ASCE tensioned fabric structures standard).  As a result, many 
common structural fabrics in use today have relatively low tear strengths as compared to their tensile 
strength.  This area needs more research to better develop appropriate design methods.  

 

 

 

4.       Figure 5-3 indicates a pattern of reactions from fabric membrane preloading applied to the frame.  
These appear to have been derived from hand calculations based on the fabric curvature.  It is unclear 
whether a proper large displacement nonlinear fabric analysis was done by either NIST or the original 
designer for either prestress or applied loads.  Even for what seem like relatively simple structures like 
this, fabric behavior can be quite complex and should be explicitly evaluated.  The NIST analysis appears 
to include only the self-equilibrating horizontal loading under prestress, and does not account for the 
potentially significantly higher horizontal loads that would be imparted on the steel frame with the 
membrane under full wind or live load.  It is also unclear whether the fabric membrane stress limits 
under load were evaluated by the original designer. 

 

 

 

5.       The report does not appear to address whether the cable bracing system was adequate for local 
chord compression member bracing or global frame bracing.  Stability of roof truss systems is a complex 
subject that is not well understood.  A proper evaluation would generally include an eigenvalue buckling 
analysis of the full system, and more detailed studies of modes identified as critical in the buckling 
analysis.  This particular system is somewhat more complex due to the potential for non-linear behavior 
(slack/not slack) in the cable braces.  It is unclear whether the cable braces were prestressed in any way. 
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The October 6, 2009 press release mentions that “NIST will brief and provide technical support on the 
recommendation to the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) committee currently developing a 
building standard specifically for tensioned fabric structures.”  I would recommend that NIST also 
engage the ASCE SEI Progressive Collapse Standards and Guidance Committee of which I am a member 
as well as several of the NIST staff, including H.S. Lew and Fahim Sadek.  Also, Dr. Todd Helwig at the 
University of Texas at Austin is currently conducting the only significant research on truss bracing of 
which we are aware, and his recent findings may help lead to a better understanding of the truss 
stability issues seen in the Cowboys Practice Facility collapse. 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions on the above comments. 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Mark Waggoner 

Principal 

WALTER P MOORE 

 

Walter P. Moore and Associates, Inc. 

221 West 6th Street, Suite 800 

Austin, Texas 78701 

512.330.1273 

512.330.1295 fax 

512.468.4629 mobile 

mwaggoner@walterpmoore.com<mailto:mwaggoner@walterpmoore.com> 

www.walterpmoore.com<http://www.walterpmoore.com> 

 

THE CONTENTS OF THIS E-MAIL AND ANY ATTACHMENT(S) ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND THE PROPERTY OF 
WALTER P. MOORE AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 
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From: Steve Fatzinger [sfatzinger@lightweightgroup.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2009 1:18 PM 
To: structuralsafety@nist.gov 
Subject: NISTIR 7636 Comments 
 
Stephen Cauffman, 
 
I took the opportunity to read the ‘Draft Report on the Collapse of the Dallas 
Cowboys Indoor Practice Facility, May 2, 2009’ (NISTIR 7636).  It is a very 
impressive report and I enjoyed perusing through it. 
 
After reading the report, I had some thoughts to offer about the contents of the 
report.  Since comments are being solicited, I am sending them to you in an 
attachment to this email.  Some of my thoughts deal with the issue of 
classification of the structure as ‘enclosed’ versus ‘partially enclosed’.  The 
attached worksheet is included to hopefully support my thoughts. 
 
Please let me know if you have problems opening any of the attachments, or if you 
have any questions regarding the attachments.  I certainly look forward to 
hearing more about this incident as we are all learning quite a bit because of 
it. 
 
Best regards, 
Steven Fatzinger, PE 
Senior Engineer 
Lightweight Engineering 
542 West Hamilton Street, Suite 302 
Allentown, PA 18101 
(610) 435-4720 office 
(866) 864-9671 fax 
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COMMENTS ON NISTIR 7636 

‘DRAFT REPORT ON THE COLLAPSE OF THE DALLAS COWBOYS INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITY, MAY 2, 2009’ 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY. 

SECTION 4.1.1 DESIGN WIND LOADS 

PAGE 41, LAST PARAGRAPH: 

“In addition, this structure is flexible and under design wind loading conditions, the structure deforms 

significantly (see Table 5-3), resulting in substantial distortions to the door framings that can cause the doors 

to fail to remain closed or latched during a wind storm (see Figure 3-3).” 

If it is accepted that the door frames distort enough to fail and/or open, then it would be expected that 

these distortions would occur to the doors that are located in the walls perpendicular to the direction of the 

applied wind.  Therefore the opening of the doors increases the Aoi portion of the formula and thus 

decreases the Ao / Aoi ratio.  Hence, the structure classification leans more toward “enclosed” if the side 

doors are considered open due to distortion, and not toward “partially enclosed” as implied by the report. 

PAGE 41, LAST PARAGRAPH: 

“Based on the consideration of vent openings and the possibility of additional openings due to the doors, this 

structure should be considered partially enclosed for the purposes of internal pressure evaluation.” 

If the analysis is accepted, then this statement is only true for wind applied to the north or south faces 

(gables).  The structure can be considered enclosed for purposes of internal pressure evaluation when the 

wind load is applied to the east or west faces (sides) of the structure.  This is based on an evaluation that 

considered all logical combinations of vents and doors being open or closed. 

PAGE 41-42: 

In order to be complete, the report should account for the second part of the ASCE 7 condition for 

determination of partially enclosed structures; where Ao > the smaller of 4 ft
2
 or 0.01 Ag  AND  Aoi / Agi <= 0.2.  

It cannot be determined from the report whether this condition was considered or not. 
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FIGURE 4-1 

PAGE 42, CHART LEGEND 

In order for the rollup doors to provide 48 ft
2
 of area as indicated in the Figure’s legend, they would have to 

have dimensions equal to 12’ x 4’, 10’ x 4.8’, or possibly 8’ x 6’.  The picture on page 30 (Figure 3-3) shows 

that the rollup door is over 1.5 times the height, and about 4 times the width, of the personnel door.  A 

common size for rollup doors in a facility of this type would be more in line with 12’ x 14’, which would be 

close to the scale of what is shown in the Figure 4-1.  If this is the case, then the opening area for the rollup 

doors should be shown in the legend as 168 ft
2
, and not 48 ft

2
. 

SECTION 4.2.2 

PAGE 51, CASE 1 

“… the un-braced length is taken to be the larger of the truss panel length or the length between points of 

cable bracing.” 

This is true, but only due to the fact that the radius of gyration for a round shape is the same in both the 

major and minor axis.  In an effort to be complete, I believe that this statement should include this 

information and not leave it to be assumed. 

SECTION 5.2 

PAGE 68, FIGURE 5-5 

From the Figure, it can be seen that the moment at the eave reduces to 0 in less than a panel width.  The 

analysis in the report is conservative as it uses the maximum value at the node point, and does not consider 

the moment some distance away at the face of the gusset/web member.  Given the rapid decrease in the 

moment, this could have a significant impact on the value used for the moment.  In this case, the reduction 

of the moment will only affect how much over-stressed the member is, and not the fact that it is over-

stressed. 

SECTION 5.5 ANALYSIS USING ESTIMATED WIND LOADS ON MAY 2, 2009 

PAGE 76, SECOND PARAGRAPH 

“The directionality factor Kd was set to 1.0, rather than 0.85, because wind loads for a specific wind direction 

are sought …” 
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Section 6.5.4.4 of ASCE7-05 states “The wind directionality factor, Kd, shall be determined from Table 6-4.  

This factor shall only be applied when used in conjunction with load combinations specified in Sections 2.3 

and 2.4.  The wording in this section seems to imply that there is no allowance for a different value for Kd 

due to specific wind direction analysis.  Further, none of the values for Kd in Table 6-4 are shown as 1.0. 

Section C6.5.4.4 of ASCE7-05 states the factor Kd “… accounts for two effects: (1) The reduced probability of 

maximum winds coming from any given direction and (2) the reduced probability of the maximum pressure 

coefficient occurring for any given wind direction.”  By using a value of 1.0 for Kd, NIST implies that the 

maximum wind is applied in the specified direction and that the maximum pressure coefficients are also 

occurring.  This may be conservative in an analysis that is determining the actual conditions that were 

occurring at the time of the structure’s failure. 

PAGE 76, SECOND PARAGRAPH 

“Internal pressures were calculated assuming partially enclosed conditions …” 

As noted in the comments for Section 4.1.1, I believe that the structure should be classified as enclosed 

when considering a wind load that is normal to structure’s ridge line. 

SECTION 7.2 NIST RECOMMENDATION 

PAGE 86, FIRST RECOMMENDATION 

“A review of the state of practice indicates that there is some disparity on this practice among designers and 

fabricators of this class of structures, as some rely on fabric to provide lateral support to the frames, while 

others do not.” 

The statement, as worded, could be taken to imply that the industry is split somewhat evenly on this 

practice.  It is my experience that a significant majority of engineers in this industry do not use fabric to 

provide lateral support to the frames. 

GENERAL 

Not mentioned anywhere within the report, but probably as important as fabric failure, is the fact that the 

modulus of elasticity of the roof fabric may be too low to provide sufficient support for the steel.  Before the 

fabric can develop sufficient resistance against sideways movement of the steel member, the elongation of 

the fabric and thus the deflection of the steel member could be such that a P-Delta effect is already 

occurring. 
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Structure Dimensions (NISTIT 7636)

Height = 66.4 ft (mean roof height)

Width = 204 ft

Length = 406 ft

Roof Slope = 21 degrees

Areas of Structure and Openings By Location (ft
2

)

Wall-N Wall-E Wall-S Wall-W Roof

Unit 13,546    26,958    13,546    26,958    88,717    

Roof Vent 16.0        -          -          -          -          64           (4 @ 16 ft
2
)

Gable Vent 25.0        250         -          150         -          -          (10, 6 @ 25 ft
2
, respectively)

Pers. Doors 24.5        49           123         98           49           -          (2,5,4,2 @ 24.5 ft
2
, resp.)

Roll-up Doors 168.0      -          -          336         -          -          (2 @ 168 ft
2
)

NOTES:

Wall-N and Wall-S are gable ends.

Wall-E and Wall-W are sides.

Roof Vents are considered open at all times.

Gable Vents and Doors are either open or closed.

Enclosure Classification

Dallas Cowboys Indoor Practice Facility

Lightweight Manufacturing Inc.

635 South 10th St., Unit 600, Allentown, PA 18103

Phone 610-435-4720

www.lightweightmanufacturing.com

Page 1
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Location Desc. Wall-N

Roof Vent Open? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Gable Vent Open? TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE

Pers. Door Open? TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE

Roll Door Open? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Ao 299.0      49.0        250.0      -          299.0      49.0        250.0      -          

Aoi 819.5      669.5      550.0      400.0      483.5      333.5      214.0      64.0        

Ao / Aoi 0.36        0.07        0.45        -          0.62        0.15        1.17        -          

Part 1 Satisfied? FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE

Ag 13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    

Agi 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 

Aoi / Agi 0.0052    0.0043    0.0035    0.0026    0.0031    0.0021    0.0014    0.0004    

Min(0.01Ag, 4) 4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          

Ao > Min ? TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE

Aoi / Agi <= 0.2 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Part 2 Satisfied? TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE

Part 1&2 Satisfied ? FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE

(TRUE = Partially Enclosed, FALSE = Enclosed)

Location Desc. Wall-E

Enclosure Classification

Dallas Cowboys Indoor Practice Facility

Location Desc. Wall-E

Roof Vent Open? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Gable Vent Open? TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE

Pers. Door Open? TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE

Roll Door Open? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Ao 122.5      122.5      -          -          122.5      122.5      -          -          

Aoi 996.0      596.0      800.0      400.0      660.0      260.0      464.0      64.0        

Ao / Aoi 0.12        0.21        -          -          0.19        0.47        -          -          

Part 1 Satisfied? FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Ag 26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    

Agi 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 

Aoi / Agi 0.0070    0.0042    0.0056    0.0028    0.0046    0.0018    0.0033    0.0004    

Min(0.01Ag, 4) 4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          

Ao > Min ? TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE

Aoi / Agi <= 0.2 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Part 2 Satisfied? TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE

Part 1&2 Satisfied ? FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

(TRUE = Partially Enclosed, FALSE = Enclosed)

Lightweight Manufacturing Inc.

635 South 10th St., Unit 600, Allentown, PA 18103

Phone 610-435-4720

www.lightweightmanufacturing.com

Page 2
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Location Desc. Wall-S

Roof Vent Open? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Gable Vent Open? TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE

Pers. Door Open? TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE

Roll Door Open? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Ao 584.0      434.0      486.0      336.0      248.0      98.0        150.0      -          

Aoi 534.5      284.5      314.0      64.0        534.5      284.5      314.0      64.0        

Ao / Aoi 1.09        1.53        1.55        5.25        0.46        0.34        0.48        -          

Part 1 Satisfied? FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Ag 13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    13,546    

Agi 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 156,179 

Aoi / Agi 0.0034    0.0018    0.0020    0.0004    0.0034    0.0018    0.0020    0.0004    

Min(0.01Ag, 4) 4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          

Ao > Min ? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE

Aoi / Agi <= 0.2 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Part 2 Satisfied? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE

Part 1&2 Satisfied ? FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

(TRUE = Partially Enclosed, FALSE = Enclosed)

Location Desc. Wall-W

Enclosure Classification

Dallas Cowboys Indoor Practice Facility

Location Desc. Wall-W

Roof Vent Open? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Gable Vent Open? TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE

Pers. Door Open? TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE

Roll Door Open? TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Ao 49.0        49.0        -          -          49.0        49.0        -          -          

Aoi 1,069.5  669.5      800.0      400.0      733.5      333.5      464.0      64.0        

Ao / Aoi 0.05        0.07        -          -          0.07        0.15        -          -          

Part 1 Satisfied? FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Ag 26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    26,958    

Agi 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 142,766 

Aoi / Agi 0.0075    0.0047    0.0056    0.0028    0.0051    0.0023    0.0033    0.0004    

Min(0.01Ag, 4) 4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          4.0          

Ao > Min ? TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE

Aoi / Agi <= 0.2 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

Part 2 Satisfied? TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE

Part 1&2 Satisfied ? FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

(TRUE = Partially Enclosed, FALSE = Enclosed)

Lightweight Manufacturing Inc.

635 South 10th St., Unit 600, Allentown, PA 18103

Phone 610-435-4720

www.lightweightmanufacturing.com

Page 3
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